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Fortune 500 Utility
West Coast

To prevent deadly accidents caused by ruptured gas line 
cross bores, a top natural gas utility needed to locate and 
correct all potential cross bores in a major city. However, 
slow data collection and reporting in the field made this 
an almost impossible task. Using Unearth’s OnePlace™, 
this utility was able to streamline field communication 
and fast-track project timelines.

Results

Boosting productivity in the field with Mobile GIS

In the mid 1980s, directional drilling gave rise to a dangerous and unexpected problem: gas line cross bores, in which 
a gas line is accidentally drilled through a sewer line. Ruptured gas line cross bores have caused deadly explosions 
nationwide. To prevent deaths and billions of dollars in damages, one of the largest utilities in the U.S. committed to 
mapping every gas and sewer line in a major city. This massive operation requires the coordination of hundreds of 
subcontractors as they systematically collect terabytes of inspection data – an almost impossible task without  
cutting-edge technology.

Before rolling out Unearth’s Mobile GIS, each subcontractor used different manual methods to document their 
inspections. Most methods involved creating hand-drawn maps, scanning them into PDFs, and then, eventually, 
manually recreating those maps in the utility’s system of record. Creating a map in the field was, for a small parcel, 
taking more than three days. Meanwhile, recreating the inspection data in the utility’s system of record was taking up 
to 6 weeks. If they were going to succeed with the cross-bore project, these timelines were unsustainable.

The Problem

Realized a 209% return 

on their investment in 

OnePlace by streamlining 

the assignment, inspection, 

and reporting process.

209% ROI    54%    35%

Increased end-to-end 

inspection rates of 

contractors by 54% by 

switching to a single,  

digital platform.

Cut contractors costs  

by 35% by assigning  

more work to fewer  

contractors over a  

larger service territory.

Decreased project  

timelines by 20 years and 

eliminated millions of  

dollars in risk through  

digital transformation.
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Using OnePlace to create maps, track inspections, and share data, this Fortune 500 utility has been able to streamline 
their cross-bore mapping process from the top down. Subcontractors can now cover up to 66% more area in a single 
day, and productivity has improved throughout the operation. Instead of manually entering data into multiple systems, 
the utility and its subcontractors now have one system of record.

Utility managers use OnePlace to outline the parcels they need subcontractors to map. Meanwhile, subcontractors can 
access the system and add data while still in the field. Any data entered into the system updates across all devices in 
real time. Instead of drawing and redrawing paper maps using printed PDFs, teams can make digital annotations and 
send them to be reviewed immediately. Once a map has been compiled and approved, it’s instantly stored within the 
utility’s global database – streamlining the entire inspection process from 6 weeks down to around 6 hours.

The Solution

Field Mapping
Create data-rich maps by 
pinning plans, visualizing 
infrastructure, and using  

flexible drawing tools.

PDF Overlays
A simple PDF overlay tool

allows for legacy parcel maps  
to be easily integrated into  

the new software workflow.

Cloud-Based Apps
The latest in cloud processing

on AWS allows for storage and
rendering of 1000s of assets

simultaneously on any device.

Multimedia Geolocation
Photos and videos can be
uploaded from the field or

office and will be automatically
organized by location.


